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Abstract

In this paper it is proposed methodology for support creative design of shapes. The methodology is focused on the importance of meanings in design process, their role and connection to shape space. The processes of building meanings’ structure in shape is connected with concept dictionary. In conducted survey, the key features of meanings are analyzed by concept dictionary WordNet. The coordination, respectively relatedness of meanings of a shape is clarified as an important characteristic of successful shape.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Meanings of shapes are general research problem in product design. In this paper, research on meanings’ characteristics of symbols is related to their likeability, defining the characteristics with the greatest importance for success. It appears that meanings’ concept connections are more important than simplicity, for creating the image, and there is an increasingly stronger connection with increasing number of meanings. The major finding is that meanings’ relations are important for higher evaluation, thus meanings relations can be associated with more highly creative results. In this way, meanings relations are important for the design process and its analysis, and controlled usage is one method to achieve creative designs.

These meanings’ connection characteristics are used for a design support methodology. This methodology is based on a structural approach to meanings to expand design creativity. Both parallel structure between visual and concept spaces and structure of shape design are used in this new approach. Those supporting methodology characteristics are the key to creativity in design process of shapes. Graphic design is an area with explicit and straight connection between meanings and shape. Meanings should be communicated in direct and uninterrupted way. In designing symbol designer is exploring broad range of meanings-shape associations. This is the process which is critical for success of design task.

On other hand, research into the design process is increasingly revealing the role of concepts and their connections. A large part of design research is focused on expanding the area of concepts – in efforts to expand design creativity [9, 7]. In design, the desired impression, sense, and creation of meaning often can have different results. Some research on visual components suggests the importance of shapes’ meanings, and connects them to some other design characteristics [2, 3], but future research on measurement of meanings is suggested. Other research was done on logo image-word combination responses [4], but however, no extensive research on the meanings characteristics was done. A majority of logotype design tasks are focused on creating symbols or shape with a strong message, making a distinct impression and sense in mind.

1.2 Aim

The research’s aim is to develop a method for supporting meanings’ use in order to expand concept space and increase creativity in the design process. A part of that is answering the question: What meanings’ characteristics and features are important for a successful shape?

Analyzing later conducted survey results on ex-
licit examples, we can define the characteristics of shape meanings and their relations. To answer which characteristics have the greatest importance to its successful image? This research establishes a methodology for supporting the creative design process generally.

2 Meaning modeling for creative design support

2.1 Methodology

We are proposing a methodology of expanding creativity on design concept level. It is based on structuring of meanings. The support method will use WordNet concept dictionary and database with meaning-shape abstract associations. Concept dictionary is a network of meaningfully connected concepts in semantic structure. In the example of the design task, the reasoned meanings should be compared to that semantic structure.

The support method includes extraction of the optimal semantic structure from concept dictionary on two stages – restructure (abstraction and closure) and coordination (Figure 1). In this way the best combination of meanings is found. Exploring possibilities of meanings' matching on different levels will give more creative results and better meaning integration.

For example, especially if the concept dictionary connections are represented in morphology structure of the shape, this will give a coordinated and creative design.

The support system will provide better synthesis of initial concepts in the final shape. Furthermore, it will provide new possibilities for synthesis by expanding the space of concepts. Conceptual synthesis is a key to creativity in the design process [7, 1]. Using this meaning modeling methodology, we believe that the support of meanings' coordination will contribute to design creativity.

The approach is based on a parallel structure between concepts and shapes [10], through connecting language meanings and the creative design process (Figure 2).

Figure 1. Steps of Meaning modeling methodology. Shape space, Meanings space, WordNet Database and Designer’s space are differentiated.
2.2 Shape morphology levels

In graphic design different classifications are widely used in symbol design. Here we propose a shape morphology classification by three levels (Figure 3 and 2) for description of meanings.

1. First level is lower level. It describes a part of a shape, sub-shape and element.
2. Second level is a single closed shape level. It describes interaction and space between elements of shape.
3. Third level is upper level. It describes combinations of shapes, relations and perception of image as a united whole.

This is a logical structure, based on morphology [11], and it utilizes the coordination of meanings for support of design process. It is possible, that some shape examples have not 3, but only 2 levels, or even 1 level, but the tree morphology levels structure is applicable in most of the examples.

2.3 Traditional design process and meaning structure modeling

The design process begins with a defined need of meanings, suggestions, abstract ideas to be designed into shape (Stage 3-4 in Figure 1). On this point creativity is essential, but many restrictions...
on the design task are present. On other hand meaning structure modeling on parallel structure between shape and concept spaces and distinguishes meanings on morphological levels in symbol design. We connect verbal concepts with shape sense, using a database with meaning-shape connections.

For clarifying what meanings’ characteristics and features are important for a successful shape, we conducted interpretation survey.

3 Survey of meanings characteristics

3.1 Method

The method of this interpretation research is questionnaire that collects information about the evaluation and the meanings perception of symbol examples given. The final results present the connection between discovered meaning’s differences and evaluation of logotypes. Based on the questionnaire results, a comparison between the values of evaluation and meanings distances for every sample is made.

A sample of 40 logotype symbols is chosen, from different countries of origin, resources, with varying construction elements, proportions, elaborateness and color schemes. This selection covers a broad range of symbol design and applications.

Eleven graduate school students were participants. The Questionnaire contained questions on Evaluation and Discovery of Meanings. It should be noted that Question 2 included the instruction to write down as many discovered meanings as possible for every example logotype.

3.2 Analysis

The results from the questionnaire were used to investigate the connection between logo evaluation and participants’ viewpoints on meanings. Primary observed parameters are Average evaluation score and Average number of discovered meanings (Respectively for Question 1 and Question 2). Secondly, calculations of Relatedness between meanings of the examples were made. Total answers (including all participants) for every logotype symbol meanings varied between 8 and 19 words. This defines a space of users’ concepts for every example.

The relevant nouns were extracted from answers to Question 2. Although not specifically required, most of the answers were nouns or adjective – noun pairs, in which case only the noun is analyzed.

For the meanings difference analysis, knowledge structure of noun organization in hierarchy of the WordNet 2.1 [5] concept dictionary was used. This is a measure of semantic distance between concepts, for our research – relatedness between discovered meanings in logotype image.

3.3 Result

No strong positive correlation between Average number of meanings and logotype Average evaluation is observed – 0.117 (Table 1). All shown variables are average calculations for all examples and participants’ answers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correlations</th>
<th>Relatedness between meanings (Q 2)</th>
<th>Average number of meanings (Q2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average evaluation score (Q1)</td>
<td>0.448</td>
<td>0.117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of meanings (Q2)</td>
<td>0.107</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Summary of variables’ correlations

However the connection between Relatedness of discovered meanings and Average evaluation score of symbols is strongly positive (Figure 4), and this is statistically significant – $r(38) = 0.448$, $p<0.01$. The close concept connection between meanings gives a better evaluation.

These results show a connection between practical meanings (concepts) and their likeability.
3.4 Discussion

The participants’ interpretation of meanings is important for likeability. Well evaluated symbols are meaningful and sense-related. The main point is that concentrated and coordinated meanings’ characteristics with highest importance for usage must be studied from the design process viewpoint.

Higher evaluation involved meanings with better user ‘definition’ of shape, extraction from background, straightforward meaning, and finally better user’s image.

3.5 Example

Here we present clarify the steps of our modelling in the context of findings from our survey results. For that purpose we describe an example of design process according to Figure 1.

The example design using Meaning modelling methodology begins with extraction of nouns from design task (steps 1-2). This set of meanings is restructured in step 3 to get closer meanings and in some cases more abstract shape. Closer meanings means bigger relatedness between them, according to the survey conducted (see point 3.2 and 3.3) this gives more successful image.

Example of such initial set of keywords with meanings “crane” and “flame”. Their relatedness is 0.125, which is not sufficient according figure 4. But the set of keywords, received after closure and abstraction (Figure 2) stage 3 is “bird” and “fire”, with relatedness 0.2. This relatedness possibly gives better result than initial set.

Concerning next step 4 we intend to develop our method further at this point of the process. Steps 5 to 8 refer to the traditional steps of graphic design, mainly depending on designer’s abilities. After steps 4-8, in step 9, we again use the same approach from point 3, to additionally coordinate and attune the meanings in the already developed to a prototype symbol. Here the meanings are coordinated with the morphology levels structure of the shape (Figure 3). The consequent steps
refine shape and finally check for undesired meanings associations. This gives a final symbol in the step 12 (Figure 1).

With developing this approach to the meanings modelling, using WordNet, we apply in practice results form our findings.

4 Conclusion

Shapes that create the best impression should have integrated meanings. This means that participants in our study estimate highly the symbols with narrow meanings (that is not strongly connected with the total number of meanings). Even though evaluation is better with multiple meanings present, their concepts should be connected closely. The widely recognized meanings are likeable, and narrow, readily apparent concepts of shape meanings are very well estimated.

How can the results of creative design process be improved by meanings structure modeling? The methodology of design explores meanings’ structure and connections. It expands creative results of design by restructure (abstraction and closure) and coordination. The final result should be a higher number of creative ideas and better matched meanings in designed shape. This knowledge about determination of meanings contributes to creative design.
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